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• The RBA expects higher headline inflation 
due to a rise in fuel prices

• The labour market is showing signs of 
easing

• Hike 25 bps vs. leaving the cash rate 
unchanged

 Clickable to navigate within the document1
 https://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/rba-board-minutes/2023/2023-09-05.html2

https://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/rba-board-minutes/2023/2023-09-05.html
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BOC Summary of Deliberations (20.09.23)  3

• Main reason to leave rates unchanged: 
expectations of lags of transmission

• Downside risks to the Chinese economy 
have increased according to the RBA

• Case for no change to the cash rate was 
the stronger one


• “Some further tightening may be require 
should inflation prove. more persistent 
than expected.” 

• The BOC is closely looking at consumer 
spending

• The housing market remains resilient

• … and the labour market remains tight

 https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2023/09/summary-governing-council-deliberations-fixed-announcement-date-3

september-6-2023/

https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2023/09/summary-governing-council-deliberations-fixed-announcement-date-september-6-2023/
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2023/09/summary-governing-council-deliberations-fixed-announcement-date-september-6-2023/
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2023/09/summary-governing-council-deliberations-fixed-announcement-date-september-6-2023/
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• CPI is progressing as projected but 
inflation remains too high and too broad-
based


• Members “expressed their concerns” in 
that regard

• Recent higher prices for energy makes 
them expect higher headline inflation 
over the next months

• They’re not sure whether they need to be 
more restrictive or they need to wait out 
the lags in policy transmission

• Keeping rates unchanged to balance the 
risks of over-and under-tightening

• And they’re stressing that they don’t see 
their decision as a first step towards 
lowering rates
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FOMC Statement (20.09.23)  4

• No change to the FFR as 
expected and priced in


• Economic activity is 
expanding at a “solid” pace 
(upgrade from “moderate)


• Job gains have slowed but 
“remain strong”


• Everything else is unchanged 
including the guidance: “The 
Committee would be prepared 
to adjust the stance of 
monetary policy…”

• GDP projection for this year upped from 1.0% to 
2.1%, next year from 1.1% to 1.5%, and left 
unchanged from 2025


• Unemployment projected lower than in June 
through 2025


• PCE inflation is seen 10 bps higher at 3.3% this 
year, left unchanged at 2.5% next year and also 10 
bps higher at 2.2% in 2025


• The projected Fed Funds Rate is seen at 5.6% this 
year (unchanged), 5.1% next year (up from 4.6%), 
and 3.9% in 2026 (up from 3.4%)

 https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20230920a.htm4

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20230920a.htm
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SNB Rate Decision (21.09.23)  5

The SNB left rates unchanged at 1.75%:


• Significant tightening over recent quarters is countering “remaining” inflationary pressure.


• It cannot be ruled out that further tightening may become necessary


• Willing to be active in the FX market as necessary, the focus is on selling foreign currency


• Inflation has declined above all due to lower inflation in imported goods and services


• Downgrade of the inflation projection, inflation will be just within the range of price stability 
at the end of the forecast horizon


• Growth is expected to remain weak for the remainder of the year


Monetary policy assessment of 22 June1 
September 2023 
Swiss National Bank tightens monetary 
policy further and raisleaves SNB policy 
rate unchanged ato 1.75% 
The SNB is tightening its monetary policy 
further and is raiswiss National Bank is 
leaving the SNB policy rate by 
0.25 percentage points to 1.75%. In doing 
so, itunchanged at 1.75%. The significant 
tightening of monetary policy over recent 
quarters is countering remaining 
inflationary pressure, which has increased 
again over the medium term. I. From today’s 
perspective, it cannot be ruled out that 
additional rises in the SNB policy rate 
will b further tightening of monetary 
policy may become necessary to ensure price 
stability over the medium term. The SNB 
will therefore monitor the development of 
inflation closely in the coming months. To 
provide appropriate monetary conditions, 
the SNB is also remains willing to be 

active in the foreign exchange market as 
necessary. In the current environment, the 
focus is on selling foreign currency. 
The SNB policy rate change applies from 
tomorrow, 23 June 2023. Banks’ sight 
deposits held at the SNB will continue to 
be remunerated at the SNB policy rate of 
1.75% up to a certain threshold. Sight 
deposits above this threshold will be 
remunerated at an interest rate of 1.25%, 
and thus still at a discount of 0.5 
percentage points relative to the SNB 
policy rate. 
Inflation has declined significantlyfurther 
in recent months, and stood at 2.2% in 
May1.6% in August. This decrease was above 
all attributable to lower inflation on 
imported goods, in particular lower prices 
for oil products and natural ga and 
services. 
The new conditional inflation forecast is 
based on the assumption that the SNB policy 
rate is 1.75% over the entire forecast 

• The dots for 2024 shifted up significantly, there is 
now none below 4% and more than half are about 
5%


• The dots for 2025 have also shifted higher

 Source5
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horizon (cf. chart 1). Through to the end 
of 2023In the medium term, the new forecast 
is below that of March. The lower oil and 
gas prices and the stronger Swiss franc are 
having a dampening effect over the short 
term. From 2024 onwards, the new forecast 
is higher than in March, despite today’s 
increase in the SNB policy rate. The 
reasons for this are ongoing second-round 
effects, higher electricity prices and 
rents, and more persistentsomewhat below 
that of June, mainly due to the economic 
slowdown and slightly lower inflationary 
pressure from abroad. The newinflation 
forecast puts average annual inflation at 
2.2% for 2023 and 2024, and 2.1at 1.9% for 
2025 (cf. table 1). Without today’s policy 
rate increase, the inflation forecast would 
be even higher over the medium term. 
EIt is thus just within the range of price 
stability at the end of the forecast 
horizon. 
Global economic growth was modest in the 
advanced economies in the firstrate in the 
second quarter of 2023this year. Although 
inflation declined againcontinued to 
decline in many countries, it remains 
clearly above central banks’ targets. Core 
inflation in particular is still stubbornly 
elevatedthe respective targets. Against 
this background, numerous central banks 
have tightened their monetary policy 
further during the last quarter, albeit at 
a somewhat slower pace than in the previous 
quarters. 
The growth outlook for the global economy 
in the coming quarters remains subdued. At 
the same time, inflation is likely to 
remain elevated worldwide for the time 
being. Over the medium term, however, it 
should return to more moderate levels, not 
least thanks to thedue to more restrictive 
monetary policy and due to the economic 
slowdown. 
This scenario for the global economy 
remains subject to large risks. In 

particular, the high level of inflation in 
some countries could be more persistent 
than expected, necessitating a further 
tightening of monetary policy there. 
Equally, the energy situation in Europe 
could deteriorate again in Q4 2023 and Q1 
2024. A pronounced slowdown in the global 
economy therefore cannot be ruled out. 
Swiss GDP growth was solistagnated in the 
firstsecond quarter of 2023. The services 
sector gained momentum, and there was also 
a slight increase inonce again grew 
solidly, while value added in manufacturing 
contracted significantly. The labour market 
remained robust, and utilisation of overall 
production capacity has been well utilised. 
However, the SNB expects modest 
growthcontinued to be above average, albeit 
only slightly. 
Growth is expected to remain weak for the 
remainderst of the year. Subdued demand 
from abroad, the loss of purchasing power 
due to inflation, and more restrictive 
financialng conditions are having a 
dampening effect. Overall, Switzerland’s 
GDP is likely to grow by around 1% this 
year. In this environment, unemployment 
will probably continue to rise slightly, 
and the utilisation of production capacity 
is likely to decline somewhat. 
The forecast for Switzerland, as for the 
global economy, is subject to high 
uncertainty. The main risk is a more 
pronounced economic slowdown abroad. 
As regards theMomentum on the mortgage and 
real estate market, price growth for 
single-family houses and privately owned 
apartments has sloweds has weakened 
noticeably in recent quarters, while prices 
for apartment buildings have declined. 
Mortgage growth has remained largely 
unchanged. T. However, the vulnerabilities 
oin the mortgage and real estate markets 
persistremain. 
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BoE Rate Decision (21.09.23)  6

The Bank of England left rates unchanged at 5.25% vs. about 50/50 expectations of a 25 bps 
hike:


• Vote split: 5-4 with the remaining four in favour of a 25 bps hike


• Guidance: “Monetary policy will need to be sufficiently restrictive for sufficiently long to return 
inflation to 2%”, and “Further tightening would be required if there were evidence of more 
persistent inflationary pressures” (unchanged)


• Current monetary policy is restrictive; there are increasing signs of the impact of tighter 
policy on the labour market and the real economy


• Gilt holdings will be reduce by £100 billion over the next twelve months


• GDP expected to rise only slightly in Q3 2023, underlying growth in H2 likely to be weaker 
than expected


• Core CPI has been much weaker than expected in the August report, CPI is expected to fall 
significantly further in the near term due to lower annual energy inflation and further declines in 
food and core goods price inflation; services inflation is expected to remain elevated in the 
near term


• Some loosening in the labour market is seen but it remains tight by historical standards, the 
recent increase in Average Weekly Earnings is difficult to reconcile with other indicators of pay 
growth.


Monetary Policy Summary, AugustSeptember 
2023 
The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) sets monetary policy to 
meet the 2% inflation target, and in a way 
that helps to sustain growth and 
employment. At its meeting ending on 2 
August0 September 2023, the MPC voted by a 
majority of 6–3 to increase5–4 to maintain 
Bank Rate by 0.25 percentage points, to 
5.25%. TwoFour members preferred to 
increase Bank Rate by 0.25 percentage 

points, to 5.5%, and one member preferred 
to maintain Bank Rate at 5%. 
The Committee’s updated projections for 
activity and inflation are set out in the 
accompanying. The Committee also voted 
unanimously to reduce the stock of UK 
government bond purchases held for monetary 
policy purposes, and financed by the 
issuance of central bank reserves, by £100 
billion over the next twelve months, to a 
total of £658 billion. 

 https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy-summary-and-minutes/2023/september-20236

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy-summary-and-minutes/2023/september-2023
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In the MPC’s August most likely, or modal, 
Monetary Policy Report. These are 
projections, conditioned on a market-
implied path for Bank Rate that rises to a 
peak of just over 6% and averagesd just 
under 5½% over the three-year forecast 
period, compared with an average of just 
over 4% for the equivalent period at the 
time of the May Report. The sterling 
effective exchange rate is around 4% higher 
than in the May Report. 
Underlying quarterly GDPCPI inflation was 
expected to return to the 2% target by 2025 
Q2. It was then projected to fall below the 
target in the medium term, as an increasing 
degree of economic slack was expected to 
reduce domestic inflationary pressures, 
alongside declining external cost 
pressures. The Committee had continued to 
judge that the risks around the modal 
inflation forecast were skewed to the 
upside, albeit by less than in May, 
reflecting the possibility that the second-
round effects of external cost shocks on 
inflation in wages and domestic prices take 
longer to unwind than they did to emerge. 
The mean projection for CPI inflation, 
which incorporated these risks, was 2.0% 
and 1.9% at the two and three-year horizons 
respectively. 
Since the MPC’s previous meeting, global 
growth has been around 0.2% during the 
first half of this year. Bank staff expect 
a similar growth rate in the near term, 
reflecting more resilient household income 
and retail sales volumes, and mostevolved 
broadly in line with the August Report 
projections, albeit with some differences 
across regions. Spot oil prices have risen 
significantly, while underlying 
inflationary pressures have remained 
elevated across advanced economies. 
UK GDP is estimated to have declined by 
0.5% in July and the S&P Global/CIPS 
composite output PMI fell in August, 
although other business surveys over recent 
months. Some more recent indicators show 
signs of weakening, however, including the 
July S&P Global/CIPS UK composite PMI. 
T indicators remain consistent with 
positive GDP growth. While some of this 
news could prove erratic, Bank staff now 
expect GDP to rise only slightly in 2023 
Q3. Underlying growth in the second half of 
2023 is also likely to be weaker than 
expected. 
There have been some further signs of a 
loosening in the labour market, although it 
remains tight but there are some 
indications that it is looseningy 
historical standards. The vacancies-to-
unemployment ratio has continued to 
decline, reflecting both a steady fall in 
the number of vacancies and rising 
unemployment. The Labour Force Survey 
unemployment rate rose to 4.03% in the 

three months to May, somewhatJuly, higher 
than expected in the May Report, and the 
vacancies to unAugust Report. Indicators of 
employment ratio has continued to fall, 
although the latter still remains above 
historical averageshave generally softened 
against the backdrop of subdued activity. 
Annual private sector regular payAverage 
Weekly Earnings (AWE) growth increased to 
7.78.1% in the three months to May, 
materially above expectations at the time 
of the May Report, and three-month on 
three-month growth in this measure of pay 
has picked up further. Earnings growth is 
nevertheless expected to decline in coming 
quarters, to around 6% by the end of this 
year, although there is uncertainty around 
this near-term outlookJuly, 0.8 percentage 
points above the August Report projection. 
The recent path of the AWE is, however, 
difficult to reconcile with other 
indicators of pay growth. Most of these 
have tended to be more stable at rates of 
growth that are elevated but not quite as 
high as the AWE series. 
Twelve-month CPI inflation fell from 8.7.9% 
in May to 7.9% in June, lower than 
expectedJune to 6.7% in August, 0.4 
percentage points below expectations at the 
time of the Committee’s previous meeting. 
Within this, core goods and services CPI 
inflation were both lower than expected, 
although the downside news in the latter, 
which is more likely to be informative 
about persistent inflationary pressures, 
was much smaller. Compared to the May 
Report projections, June, and triggering 
the exchange of open letters between the 
Governor and the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer that is being published alongside 
this monetary policy announcement. Core 
goods CPI inflation was in line with 
expectations. 
CPI inflation remains well above the 2% 
target. It is expected to fall 
significantly further, to around 5% by the 
end of the year, accounted for by lower 
energy, and to a lesser degree, food and 
core goods price inflationhas fallen from 
6.4% in June to 5.2% in August, much weaker 
than expected in the August Report. 
Services priceCPI inflation, however, is 
projected to remain elevated at close to 
its current rate in the near term. 
I rose from 7.2% in June to 7.4% in July 
but declined to 6.8% in August, 0.3 
percentage points lower than expected in 
the MPC’s August most likely, or modal, 
projection conditioned on market interest 
rates, CPI inflation returns to the 2% 
target by 2025 Q2. It then falls below the 
target in the medium term, as an increasing 
degree of economic slack reduces 
domesticReport. Some of those movements are 
linked to services such as airfares and 
accommodation that tend to be volatile over 
the summer holiday period. Excluding these 
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travel-related components, services 
inflationary pressures, alongside declining 
external cost pressures. The Committee has 
decided in this forecast to bring some of 
the upside risks to has been more stable at 
continued high rates, albeit slightly 
weaker than expected. 
CPI inflation from persistence into its 
modal projection, pushing up on this 
inflation projection in the medium term 
relative to the May Report. 

The Committee continues to judge that risks 
around the modalis expected to fall 
significantly further in the near term, 
reflecting lower annual energy inflation 
forecast are skewed to the upside, albeit 
by less than in May, reflecting the 
possibility that the second-round effects 
of external cost shocks on, despite the 
renewed upward pressure from oil prices, 
and further declines in food and core goods 
price inflation in wages and domestic 
prices take longer to unwind than they did 
to emerge. Mean CPI inflation, which 
incorporates these risks, is 2.0% and 1.9% 
at the two and three-year horizons 
respectivel. Services price inflation, 
however, is projected to remain elevated in 
the near term, with some potential month-
to-month volatility. 
The MPC’s remit is clear that the inflation 
target applies at all times, reflecting the 
primacy of price stability in the UK 
monetary policy framework. The framework 
recognises that there will be occasions 
when inflation will depart from the target 
as a result of shocks and disturbances. 
Monetary policy will ensure that CPI 
inflation returns to the 2% target 
sustainably in the medium term. 
Recent data outturnsDevelopments in key 
indicators of inflation persistence have 
been mixed. However, some key indicators, 
notably wage growth, suggest that some of 
the risks from more persistent, with the 
recent acceleration in the AWE not apparent 
in other measures of wages and with some 

downside news on services inflationary 
pressures may have begun to crystallise. At 
this meeting, the Committee voted to 
increase Bank Rate by 0.25 percentage 
points, to 5.25%. 
. There are increasing signs of some impact 
of tighter monetary policy on the labour 
market and on momentum in the real economy 
more generally. Given the significant 
increase in Bank Rate since the start of 
this tightening cycle, the current monetary 
policy stance is restrictive. At this 
meeting, the Committee voted to maintain 
Bank Rate at 5.25%. 
The MPC will continue to monitor closely 
indications of persistent inflationary 
pressures and resilience in the economy as 
a whole, including the tightness of labour 
market conditions and the behaviour of wage 
growth and services price inflation. If 
there were to be evidence of more 
persistent pressures, then fMonetary policy 
will need to be sufficiently restrictive 
for sufficiently long to return inflation 
to the 2% target sustainably in the medium 
term, in line with the Committee’s remit. 
Further tightening in monetary policy would 
be required. The MPC will ensure that Bank 
Rate is sufficiently restrictive for 
sufficiently long to return inflation to 
the 2% target sustainably in the medium 
term, in line with its remit if there were 
evidence of more persistent inflationary 
pressures. 
The MPC committed in the minutes of its 
August 2022 meeting to review the reduction 
in the Asset Purchase Facility annually 
and, as part of that, to set an amount for 
the reduction in the stock of purchased UK 
government bonds over the subsequent 12-
month period. At this meeting, the 
Committee voted to reduce the stock of UK 
government bond purchases held for monetary 
policy purposes, and financed by the 
issuance of central bank reserves, by £100 
billion over the period from October 2023 
to September 2024, to a total of £658 
billion. 

Meeting Minutes 
• Arguments for holding the policy rate at 

5.25%
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BOJ Rate Decision (22.09.23)  7

The Bank of Japan left pretty much everything unchanged at their meeting:


• Will continue monetary easing and maintain QQE and YCC as long as necessary


• CPI has slowed compared to a while ago, mainly due to government measures on energy 
prices but it has been around 3%


• Inflation expectations have shown some upward movement again


• CPI ex fresh food is expected to decelerate before accelerating again moderately as long-
term inflation expectations and wage growth rise


• Risks to the outlook are “extremely high”


July 28September 22, 2023 Bank of Japan 
Statement on Monetary Policy 
1.  
At the Monetary Policy Meeting held today, the 
Policy Board of the Bank of Japan decided to 
conduct yield curve control with greater 
flexibility. The July 2023 Outlook for Economic 
Activity and Prices (Outlook Report) shows that 
sustainable and stable achievement of the price 
stability target of 2 percent, accompanied by 
wage increases, has not yet come in sight, and 
thus the Bank needs to patiently continue with 
monetary easing under Quantitative and 
Qualitative Monetary Easing (QQE) with Yield 
Curve Control. In this context, taking account 
of extremely high uncertainties for economic 
activity and prices, it is appropriate for the 
Bank to enhance the sustainability of monetary 
easing under the current framework by conducting 
yield curve control with greater flexibility and 
nimbly responding to both upside and downside 
risks to Japan's economic activity and prices. 

The Bank decided on the following regarding 
yield curve control and the guidelines for asset 
purchases. 
(1) Yield curve control 
a) The Bank decided, by a unanimous vote, to set 
the following guideline for market operations 
for the intermeeting period. 
The short-term policy interest rate: 
The Bank will apply a negative interest rate of 
minus 0.1 percent to the Policy-Rate 
Balances in current accounts held by financial 
institutions at the Bank. 
The long-term interest rate: 
The Bank will purchase a necessary amount of 
Japanese government bonds (JGBs) 
without setting an upper limit so that 10-year 
JGB yields will remain at around zero percent. 
b) Conduct of yield curve control (an 8-1 
majority unanimous vote) [Note] 
The Bank will continue to allow 10-year JGB 
yields to fluctuate in the range of around plus 
and minus 0.5 percentage points from the target 

• Arguments from the camp in favour of a 
25 bps hike

• Vote split

 https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/mpmdeci/mpr_2023/k230922a.pdf7
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level, while it will conduct yield curve control 
with greater flexibility, regarding the upper 
and lower bounds of the range as references, not 
as rigid limits, in its market operations. The 
Bank will offer to purchase 10-year JGBs at 1.0 
percent every business day through fixed-rate 
purchase operations, unless it is highly likely 
that no bids will be submitted.1 In order to 
encourage the formation of a yield curve that is 
consistent with the above guideline for market 
operations, the Bank will continue with large-
scale JGB purchases and make nimble responses 
for each maturity by, for example, increasing 
the amount of JGB purchases and conducting 
fixed-rate purchase operations and the Funds-
Supplying Operations against Pooled Collateral. 
(2) Guidelines for asset purchases (a unanimous 
vote) 
With regard to asset purchases other than JGB 
purchases, the Bank decided to set the following 
guidelines. 
a) The Bank will purchase exchange-traded funds 
(ETFs) and Japan real estate investment trusts 
(J-REITs) as necessary with upper limits of 
about 12 trillion yen and about 180 billion yen, 
respectively, on annual paces of increase in 
their amounts outstanding. 
b) The Bank will maintain the amount outstanding 
of CP at about 2 trillion yen. It will purchase 
corporate bonds at about the same pace as prior 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, so that their amount 
outstanding will gradually return to the pre-
pandemic level of about 3 trillion yen. In 
adjusting the amount outstanding of corporate 
bonds, the Bank will give due consideration to 
their issuance conditions. 
2. There are extremely high uncertainties for 
Japan'Japan's economy has recovered moderately. 
The pace of recovery in overseas economic 
activity and prices, includinges has slowed. 
Although exports and industrial production have 
been affected by the developments in overseas 
economic activity and prices, developments in 
commodity prices, and domestic firms' wage- and 
price-setting behavior. Under these 
circumstances, it is necessary to pay due 
attention to developments in financial and 
foreign exchange markets and their impact on 
Japan's economic activity and prices. 
Japan's recent inflation rates, as measured 
byes, they have been more or less flat, 
supported by a waning of the effects of supply-
side constraints. With corporate profits being 
at high levels on the whole, business fixed 
investment has increased moderately. The 
employment and income situation has improved 
moderately. Private consumption has increased 
steadily at a moderate pace, despite being 
affected by price rises. Housing investment has 
been relatively weak. Public investment has 
increased moderately. Financial conditions have 
been accommodative. On the price front, the 
year-on-year rate of increase in the consumer 
price index (CPI), are higher than projected in 
the April 2023 Outlook Report, and wage growth 
has risen, partly on the back of this year's 
annual spring labor-management wage 
negotiations. Signs of change have been seen in 
firms' wage- and price-setting behavior, and i, 
all items less fresh food) is slower than a 
while ago, mainly due to the effects of pushing 
down energy prices from the government's 
economic measures, but it has been at around 3 

percent recently owing to the effects of a pass-
through to consumer prices of cost increases led 
by the past rise in import prices. Inflation 
expectations have shown some upward movements 
again. If upward movements in prices continue, 
the effects of monetary easing will strengthen 
through a decline in real interest rates, while 
on the other hand, strictly capping long-term 
interest rates could a 
3. Japan's economy is likely to continue 
recovering moderately for the time being, 
supported by factors such as the materialization 
of pent-up demand, although it is expected to be 
under downward pressure stemming from a slowdown 
in the pace of recovery in overseas economies. 
Thereafter, as a virtuous cycle from income to 
spending gradually intensifies, Japan's economy 
is projected to continue growing at a pace above 
its potential growth rate. The year-on-year rate 
of increase in the CPI (all items less fresh 
food) is likely to decelerate, with a waning of 
the effects of the functioning of bond markets 
and the volatility in other financial markets. 
Such effects are exppass-through to consumer 
prices of cost increases led by the past rise in 
import prices. Thereafter, the rate of increase 
is projected to be mitigated by conducting yield 
curve control with greater flexibility. 
Meanwhileaccelerate again moderately as the 
output gap improves and as medium- to long-term 
inflation expectations and wage growth rise, 
accompanied by changes in factors such as firms' 
wage- and price-setting behavior. 
4. Concerning risks to the outlook, there are 
also significant downside risks toextremely high 
uncertainties surrounding Japan's economic 
activity and prices, including the impact of a 
tightening of global financial conditions on 
overseas economies. If such downside risks 
materialize, the effects of monetary easing will 
be maintained through a decline in long-term 
interest rates under the framework of yield 
curve control. 
3developments in overseas economic activity and 
prices, developments in commodity prices, and 
domestic firms' wage- and price-setting 
behavior. Under these circumstances, it is 
necessary to pay due attention to developments 
in financial and foreign exchange markets and 
their impact on Japan's economic activity and 
prices. 
5. With extremely high uncertainties surrounding 
economies and financial markets at home and 
abroad, the Bank will patiently continue with 
monetary easing while nimbly responding to 
developments in economic activity and prices as 
well as financial conditions. By doing so, it 
will aim to achieve the price stability target 
of 2 percent in a sustainable and stable manner, 
accompanied by wage increases. 
The Bank will continue with Quantitative and 
Qualitative Monetary Easing (QQE) with Yield 
Curve Control, aiming to achieve the price 
stability target, as long as it is necessary for 
maintaining that target in a stable manner. It 
will continue expanding the monetary base until 
the year-on-year rate of increase in the 
observed CPI (all items less fresh food) exceeds 
2 percent and stays above the target in a stable 
manner. The Bank will continue to maintain the 
stability of financing, mainly of firms, and 
financial markets, and will not hesitate to take 
additional easing measures if necessary. 
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Economic Data 
PMIs 
Australian PMI (22.09.23)  8
Highlights from the release: 

“Economic and business activity bounced back in 
September following the weakening trend since 
May. The bounce in economic activity was 
concentrated in the services sector, which 
recorded a significant increase across the key 
activity indicators following a soft patch in July and 
August. 

As it has been for most of the year, manufacturing 
activity remains tepid, with the flash manufacturing 
PMI and other key indicators holding below the 
neutral 50 level. The good news is that Australia’s 
manufacturing sector is not deteriorating after a 
soft start to 2023. We appear to be achieving the 
soft landing with few signs of a recession in 
manufacturing at this stage.  
The jump in service sector activity indicators is 
consistent with the better-than-expected economic 
data of recent weeks, highlighting the resilience of 
the Australian economy to declining real wages 
and higher interest rates. 

A critical element of Australia’s economic resilience is 
the continued strength in labour demand. At no 
stage has the services sector employment index fallen 
below the neutral 50 level despite broader activity 
indicators falling into contractionary territory at various 
times this year. The composite employment index 
jumped to a five- month high in September. 

Critically, the flash PMI report indicates that demand in 
the economy is holding up, and business activity 
remains on a sound footing. As we have seen in other 
economies over the past six months, the debate is not 
about a hard or soft landing. Recent data, including the 
Judo Bank PMI, suggests the risk is for ‘no landing’ 
for the economy.  

The inflation indicators remain elevated at levels 
pointing to above-target CPI over the next 6-9 
months. Input prices were unchanged in September, 
indicating further cost pressures in the economy. Rising 
oil and petrol prices may be impacting business costs 
and inflation expectations. ”


German PMI (22.09.23)  9
Highlights from the report: 

"The German services PMI stopped its slump and 
nudged up near 50 in September. This is a pleasant 

surprise, to be sure. However, in terms of growth it 
means that activity remained broadly flat following 

 https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/1d2db11bc6774f4188d4892400932e528

 https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/9d4bb7c119c649239502dfb771db658b9

https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/1d2db11bc6774f4188d4892400932e52
https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/9d4bb7c119c649239502dfb771db658b
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the decline recorded in August. Therefore, our 
nowcast for services, which considers the PMI 
data, continues to signal a drag in the third quarter.  
It’s no secret that the German manufacturing sector 
has been going through the wringer lately. The HCOB 
PMIs, however, indicate that things aren't going 
downhill as fast as before, with the decline in new 
orders slowing down. In addition, the reduction in 
purchasing activity is losing momentum. Still, our 
nowcast for manufacturing production, which 
includes the PMI figures, is hinting at a drop of 
more than 2 percent compared to the second 
quarter.  
“The goods sector is still jamming to that deflation 
tune of recent months, according to PMI numbers. 
Looking at manufacturing input prices, they keep 
heading south, just not as quick as before. Most 
probably this is due to energy prices which have 
spiked over the last few weeks. Factory output 
prices, by contrast, have been cut at a 
marginally faster rate than the month before.  
The HCOB Composite PMI confirms our view that 

Germany has entered once again into contraction 
during the current quarter, after the downturn at the 
tail end of 2022 and early 2023. Our nowcast points 
to a rather deep GDP slump of 1 percent compared 
to the quarter before. Having said this, some 
important sub-indicators like new business and 
backlogs of work, which appear to be reaching a 
bottom, offer hope of an end to this slump as we hit 
the new year."  

 

Eurozone PMI (22.09.23)  10

Highlights from the report: 
“The numbers for PMI services in the Eurozone 
paint a grim picture, but it's not all doom and 
gloom. Sure, activity has been reduced once 
again and new incoming business has been 
shrinking for three months in a row. However, 
companies are hiring in September at a 
somewhat faster pace than they did in August. 
Thus, companies still show some resilience and 
optimism in the face of lower demand. Having said 
this, we expect the eurozone to enter a 
contraction in the third quarter. Our nowcast, 
which incorporates the PMI indices, points to a 
drop of 0.4% compared to the second quarter. 
The Eurozone's HCOB PMI figures for services are 
serving up a bitter pill for the European Central 
Bank to swallow. The input prices, where wages 
play an important role, have sped up in September 
for the second month in a row. Output prices 
continue to be on the increase as well, but upward 
pressure has softened a bit again. While the latter 
may bring some comfort to central bankers, the heat 
on input prices shows that the risk of a wage-price 
spiral must remain very much on the radar of the 
ECB. 
The main drag continues to come from 
manufacturing where the order situation deteriorated 

further. Companies keep reducing the stock of 
purchased goods. However, the declines in purchasing 
activity have lost some momentum. Thus, the 
destocking process may bottom out over the next 
few months in line with a worldwide trend. This will 
be an important precondition for the recovery of the 
manufacturing sector which we expect for the 
beginning of next year. 
In terms of the weakness in the manufacturing 
sector, France is catching up with Germany. Indeed, 
the French PMI heads further south while Germany’s 
PMI has marginally increased from a very low level. In 
the services sector, the French services sector is in a 
much worse state than the German one. At the same 

 https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/a068624fcdde4a06b7b68d0afe07bdc310

https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/a068624fcdde4a06b7b68d0afe07bdc3
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time there are signs of a stabilization in Germany 
services, but further deterioration in France. This 
may have to do with the fact the luxury goods 
business and services play a more important role in 

France than they do in Germany. When things go 
south, those are the first to feel it, way more than non-
luxury business providers.”  

UK PMI (22.09.23)  11

Main points from the report: 
“The disappointing PMI survey results for 
September mean a recession is looking 
increasingly likely in the UK. The steep fall in 
output signalled by the flash PMI data is consistent 
with GDP contracting at a quarterly rate of over 
0.4%, with a broad-based downturn gathering 
momentum to hint at few hopes of any imminent 
improvement. 
Underscoring the severity of the UK's deteriorating 
situation, September's downturn is the steepest 
since the height of the global financial crisis in 
early 2009 barring only the pandemic lockdown 
months. 
The survey had warned that a revival of growth in 
the second quarter looked unsustainable, and the 
third quarter is indeed seeing a mounting toll on the 
economy from the reality of the increased cost of 
living and the recent rapid rise in interest rates. 
Despite higher fuel prices during the month, firms’ 
costs grew at a sharply reduced rate overall which, 
combined with collapsing pricing power amid weak 
demand, looks set to take further pressure off 
inflation in the coming months.  

A major concern in the inflation outlook has been 
wage growth, but with the survey now signalling the 
sharpest fall in employment since 2009, wage 
bargaining power is being eroded rapidly. 
With the Bank of England having had sight of the 
survey data prior to its latest policy decision, the 
worrying signals from the survey of heightened 
recession risk and cooling inflationary pressures are 
likely to have added to calls to halt rate hikes.”  




US PMI (22.09.23)  12

Here’s the summary of the report: 
“PMI data for September added to 
concerns regarding the trajectory of 
demand conditions in the US economy 
following interest rate hikes and elevated 
inflation. Although the overall Output Index 
remained above the 50.0 mark, it was only 
fractionally so, with a broad stagnation in 
total activity signalled for the second month 
running. The service sector lost further 
momentum, with the contraction in new 
orders gaining speed. 
Subdued demand did not translate into 
overall job losses in September as a 
greater ability to find and retain employees 

 https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/0915ad01f0b9439bb159fbeca63c641411

 https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/f0feaa29fe31498e87438dd193858ad712

https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/0915ad01f0b9439bb159fbeca63c6414
https://www.pmi.spglobal.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/f0feaa29fe31498e87438dd193858ad7
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led to a quicker rise in employment growth. That said, 
the boost to hiring from rising candidate availability 
may not be sustained amid evidence of burgeoning 
spare capacity and dwindling backlogs which have 
previously supported workloads. 
Inflationary pressures remained marked, as costs rose 
at a faster pace again. Higher fuel costs following recent 
increases in oil prices, alongside greater wage bills, 
pushed operating expenses up. Weak demand 
nonetheless placed a barrier to firms’ ability to pass on 
greater costs to clients, with prices charged inflation 
unchanged on the month.” 
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Complete Week 
Monday, 18.09.23 Tuesday, 19.09.23

Wednesday, 20.09.23 Thursday, 21.09.23

Friday, 22.09.23
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